A Slavonic etymology of Hung. *ocsúdik* ‘to come to, to awake’ and the question of the morphological adaptation of Slavonic loan verbs in Hungarian
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Abstract: The two Turkic etymologies of Hung. *ocsúdik* (1508) ‘to awake, to come to, to regain consciousness’ proposed, on the one hand, in the late 19th century by Vámbéry (1870) and, on the other, by K. Palló in 1976 and 1982, have been rightly rejected by the authors of TLH. At the same time, the explanation for the origin of this word found in the etymological dictionaries of Hungarian (TESz, EWUng, Zaicz 2006), namely, that it is a derivative of an unknown unproductive stem, is not entirely convincing for morphological reasons. The present paper offers a new etymology for this word, explaining it as a loanword from East Slavonic *очу́дитись* ‘to regain consciousness, to awake’ attested in 16th- and 17th-century Russian. The starting point for the discussion is M. Stachowski’s (2014) article, in which he compared Hung. *ocsúdik* with Polish dialectal *ocudzić* ‘to revive’.
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1. To date, three attempts have been made to explain the origin of the Hungarian verb *ocsúdik* ‘to awake; to come to’ ~ dial. *ocsul* id. Two of these, which forward the view that the word is of Turkic origin – i.e. Vámbéry’s idea to link the Hungarian word with Uyg. *otuk* ‘wakeful, watchful’ (VÁMBÉRY 1870: 166) and K. Palló’s attempt to explain Hung. *ocsúdik* as a cognate of the Turkic verbal stem *ač*- ‘to open’, *ačl*- ‘to be open’ (PALLÓ 1976: 339–340, PALLÓ 1982: 141–142) – were rightly refuted in TLH (see TLH 2: 1214–1217). Given that the arguments against these two Turkic etymologies sound convincing (additional doubts have been raised in NÉMETH 2015), in the present paper, on the one hand, we would like to present the weak points of the third existing explanation, highlighted in modern etymological dictionaries of Hungarian (i.e. in TESz, EWUng, and ZAICZ 2006), according to which the word is a derivative of an unproductive (and unknown) stem and, on the other, propose an alternative Slavonic etymology for the analysed word and its dialectal equivalent.

* This article is a slightly modified version of a paper submitted for publication in the journal *Magyar Nyelv* (NÉMETH 2015).

1 In another etymological dictionary of Hungarian, the word is mentioned as being of unknown origin, without any further discussion (cf. SzófSz 221).
The word ocsúdik was first attested in Hungarian in 1508 (see e.g. TESz 2: 1066, NádK 593), whereas its dialectal variant, Hung. dial. ocsul, appeared almost two centuries later. The latter was first recorded in 1700 (see e.g. TESz 2: 1066, GYÖNGYÖSI 1763: 20, 30; NySz 3: 1096). In etymological dictionaries of Hungarian (TESz 2: 1066, EWUng 2: 1054, ZAICZ 2006: 583), these two words are interpreted as iterative derivatives built with the suffixes -d and -l from an unproductive stem, and the same opinion is expressed in Benkő’s comprehensive work on derivation mechanisms in Hungarian (BENKŐ 1984: 120; only with regard to the verb ocsúdik).2 The authors of the above sources admit, however, that the question of whether this hypothetical stem was nominal or verbal must remain open.

The latter doubts arise from the fact that the derivative suffix -d formed iterative verbs from verbs only (evidence of this is already found in early Old Hungarian data), whereas -l was a derivative suffix forming iterative verbs from nominal categories (see e.g. TNyt 1: 83–84, TNyt 2/1: 99, 102). We know that there was still no clear functional distribution between denominal and deverbal derivative suffixes in Old Hungarian but, at the same time, we are aware of no examples of -d forming verbs from nominal categories or of suffix -l forming verbs from verbs.3 The fact that there is no convincing explanation for this morphologic discrepancy appears to be an important drawback of the Hungarian etymology.

Another weak point of an etymology based on an internal development model is that the Uralic languages have no potential cognates of the assumed stem ocsú-.4 And although the mere fact that Hung. ocsúdik and ocsul have no cognates within the Uralic language family cannot serve as a clear-cut argument against a native etymology, such a form of linguistic isolation becomes a conspicuous shortcoming if we juxtapose it with a morphologically transparent and philologically well-grounded rival Slavonic etymology.

3. It was Marek Stachowski who first compared Hung. ocsúdik with some Slavonic linguistic data (STACHOWSKI 2014). This idea is not there in Kniezsa’s fundamental work on Slavonic loanwords in Hungarian (KNIEZSA 1955), which is important to mention since the latter monograph also includes an exhaustive overview of

2 Given that we know that -d became unproductive in the Old Hungarian period, whereas the productivity of -l was considerably limited at that time and only became important much later, i.e. in the late Old Hungarian period when it played a vital role in the adaptation process of loan verbs (see TNyt 1: 83, 84; TNyt 2/1: 68, 82, 96–97), it becomes obvious that the authors of the aforementioned works on Hungarian etymology must have treated both words either as very early loanwords from an unidentified language or, preferably, as an inherited part of the native lexicon.

3 What we additionally know about these suffixes is that both of them may have been added to irregularly shortened stems. This fact, in turn, proved helpful in developing a feasible native etymology: since there is no native morpheme we know of that could possibly be the basis of such a derivation, assuming an irregularly shortened unknown stem allowed etymologists to ignore any semantic and morphologic restrictions. Such treatment of the facts, however, makes the Hungarian etymology rather more doubtful than feasible.

4 Obviously, Hung. ocsú ‘chaff, husk’ cannot be taken into consideration (see TESz 2: 1066, TLH 2: 626–629). Also scarcely convincing is Budenz’s argument that the verbs meaning ‘to wake, to wake up’ are often of onomatopoeic origin and refer to the “specific sound given forth when someone yawns after waking up” (BUDENZ 1863: 338–339).
dubious etymologies. Stachowski associated the discussed word with Pol. ocucić ‘to revive’ and wrote the following: “The authors [of TLH – M. N.] rightly dismiss Tkc. ać- ‘to open’ as an etymological source of Hung. ocsúdik… In this context, I would like to call attention to another fact: The verb for ‘revive’ in Polish is ocucić (i.e. with a voiceless [-ucić]). It is only in Southern Poland, certain parts of which (e.g. Orawa) belonged to Hungary in the past, that this verb is pronounced as ocudzić (with voiced [-uçić]), see SEJP [= BorSEJP – M. N.] 88. How do Polish dial. ocudź- and Hung. ocsúd- compare?” (STACHOWSKI 2014: 220).

3.1. Thus, Stachowski draws attention to the fact that Hung. ocsúdik might possibly be etymologically linked to Pol. dial. ocudzić attested in southern Polish dialects. Such an idea is tempting but, at the same time, it is difficult to prove that there is any direct connection between the analysed Hungarian and Polish dialectal word. First of all, even though we find the adduced form ocudzić recorded in the area surrounding Nowy Targ (appr. 90 km south of Cracow) as well as in the Lublin region (approx. 320 km north-east of Cracow), it is not recorded in the dialects of the Spisz and Orawa regions, i.e. in territories that once belonged to Hungary contrary to what we read in Stachowski’s article (cf. STACHOWSKI 2014: 220). In fact, the form ocudzić is extremely rare in Polish dialects in general (see KarSGP 3: 386, SGp 4: 526–527, FITAK 1997, FITAK 2004, FITAK 2007, KAŚ 2003, KAŚ 2011). Seen in this light, it is rather plausible that the authors of the “Warsaw Dictionary” were right to claim that the voiced palatal affricate in Pol. liter. ocucić ‘to revive’ ~ ocucić się ‘to regain consciousness, to come to’ with Pol. liter. obudzić ‘to wake (up someone), to awake’ ~ obudzić się ‘to wake (up), to awaken’ (see SW 3: 557). And since such a contamination could have taken place in any of the Polish dialects, we cannot really link the form ocudzić either with any specific Polish dialect or with Hung. ocsúdik.

Secondly, if we were to explain the phonetic distance between the -d- in Hung. ocsúdik and -ć- in Pol. ocucić with a Pol. dial. -ź-, then, in light of the early attestation (i.e. in 1508) of Hung. ocsúdik, we would also need to prove the existence of an ocudzić-like form in Old or Middle Polish. However, no such data can be found in the available historical dictionaries of the Polish language (see SSvp 5: 333, s.v. ocucić; SSvp 5: 406–407, s.v. ocudzić, ocucić [się]; SSvp 7: 108, s.v. przecucić; SPXVI 20: 32–33, s.v. ocucić, ocucić się, ocucony; LinSJP 2/1: 410, s.v. ocknacć; SWil 1: 833), which seems to prove that the possible blend we mentioned above might be of recent origin. But even if we found such a form in Old or Middle Polish, we would need to answer the question of why Pol. -ź- was adapted in Hungarian as -d- and not as palatal <-gy> (which would be justly expected here)? If we turn to the Hungarian dialect dictionaries we find two rare forms with palatal <-gy>, namely fölocsógyik and fölocsúgyik (ÚMTsz 2: 382),5 but the available historical

5 Let us merely mention that the substitution of Pol. e with Hung. ę in the second syllable would not raise doubts since in Polish sources from the 16th-century one can find forms that have -ę- instead of -e- in that syllable: see arch. Pol. oczić (SPXVI 20: 32–33). But forms like *oczudzić or so were never attested in Polish.
linguistic material shows clearly that these are secondary forms that developed in
the Hungarian linguistic environment.

3.2. The idea that Hung. ocsúdik comes directly from Polish dialects also
seems hardly likely since we know that the number of Polish loanwords in Hun-
garian is very small and they are mostly historical terms and nouns, not verbs (see
e.g. Bárczi 1958: 92–93, Török 2007), whereas verbs usually point to a strong
linguistic influence. Secondly, we must remember that even the Hungarian loan-
words in southern Polish dialects were borrowed mainly via Slovak (see Németh
2009: 10–16) since the boundary between the Hungarian-speaking and Slavonic
populations at the time it reached its northernmost point ran along the area inhab-
ited by Slovaks (not Poles) in the Gemer and Malohont region (Hung. Gömöri és
Kis-Hont, Slk. Región Gemer a Malohont) (see Kniezsa 1941: 287).

In the case of Hung. ocsúdik and ocsul, we cannot assume Slovak mediation
either, since in literary Slovak the etymological counterparts of Pol. ocucíť ~ cućiť
‘to revive’ are ocitnúť sa ‘to come to oneself, to find oneself in an unknown place’
and cítť ‘to feel; to scent, to surmise’ (see HSSJ 1: 191, HSSJ 3: 108, SSJ 1: 173–
174) and there is no Slovak dialectal form that would contain -u- instead of -i-
in the first syllable and which would also explain the presence of -d- in Hungarian.6
Due to the Hungarian administration and education, the number of direct Hungarian
loans in Polish dialects increased from the end of the 18th century but this influence
was not reciprocal: the number of Polish loanwords in Hungarian did not rise at all.

3.3. Finally, for similar phonetic and historical-geographical reasons, it would
also be difficult to defend the view that Pol. dial. oculiť comes from Hung. ocsúdik.

4. Let us, however, present the relevant Slavonic linguistic material in a broader
perspective.

4.1. The Pol. ocucíť is a reflex of PSlav. *otjutiti ‘to sense again, to regain
consciousness’ < prep. *ot + *jutiti ‘to feel, to sense, to perceive’ (see ĖSRJa 3: 179, s.v.
ocutitǐ, SISEJP 1: 108, s.v. cućiť, BorSEJP 379, s.v. ocucíť, or Derksen 2008: 381).7 The word initial o- has been dropped in a number of Slav-
monic languages. The reason for this apheresis was that the morphological bound-
aries have been blurred (cf. *ot + *j- > oc-, oč-, oć-, ošt-, etc.) and the relevant
verbs have been reinterpreted as o- prepositional forms. This took place not only in
Polish (cf. Pol. ocucíť ~ cućiť) but also in Czech, Slovak, and the South Slavonic
languages (in the latter case, however, forms with o- are much rarer), see e.g. OCz.
cítiti, Cz. cítť ‘to feel, to sense’, Ocz. ocitnùti sě, Cz. oc(i)mouti se ‘to regain con-
sciousness, to find oneself in an unknown place’, Slk. cítit’ ‘to feel; to sense, to
surmise’, ocitnúť sa ‘to come to, to find oneself in an unknown place’, Cr. čutjeti,
ocitjetì ‘to feel’, očučítiti (iter.) ‘to feel’ (see e.g. Machek 1968: 87–88, s.v. cítiti;

6 The author of the present paper has referred to over forty dictionaries devoted to the Slovak
literary language and dialects (for instance, to mention the most relevant ones, SSJ 2: 468, Bakóš
I would like to thank Dr. hab. Zbigniew Babik (Kraków) for providing me with access to the Slovak
dialect dictionaries.

7 We have to wait for volumes that will possibly contain the lemma *otjutiti in ĖSSJa and SPSl.
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SS 4: 255, HSSJ 1: 191, HSSJ 3: 108, RHISJ 8: 535, 536–537; ERHiSJ 1: 367–368, s.v. ćutjeti. Ukrainian contains no example of this apheresis; the dictionaries of this language only record очутитися ‘1. to come to, to regain consciousness; 2. to regain the poise of mind’ (see e.g. SUM 5: 836; at the same time, the word is not recorded in SSuM).

But all the above-mentioned forms must be dismissed as possible etymons of Hung. ocsúdik, and for the same reason as with the case of Pol. ocucić ~ Pol. dial. ocudzić: the Hungarian word-medial -d- cannot be explained by either of them. There is, however, one form that seems to be a perfect candidate for the etymon of Hung. ocsúdik as its phonetic shape and meaning is very close to it: in 16th- and 17th-century Russian, we can find the verb очудится ‘to come to, to regain consciousness; 2. to wake up; 3. to get somewhere’ attested, which is an alternant of Russ. очутится ~ очутился used also in the 16th and 17th centuries (see SRJaXI–XVII 14: 105–106). The present-day Russian equivalent of these is очутился ‘to turn up, to find oneself in an unknown place’.

Obviously, ESlav. очутиться is a mediopassive derivative of the 16th- and 17th-century Russ. очутио ~ очутил ‘1. to feel; 2. to notice; 3. to understand’ (SRJaXI–XVII 14: 105–106) and, in fact, Hung. ocsúdik might possibly originate from both очутился and *очуди. But the mediopassive form seems to be a somewhat more probable etymon considering its meaning (cf. next chapter).

4.2. At this point, we should mention that identifying the Slavonic morphological boundaries and, as a next step, disjoining the Slavonic infinitive ending (-iti or -iti sja) and replacing it with a Hungarian derivative suffix is a quite well-known phenomenon in Hungarian (see, however, our additional remarks below in 5.1). Moreover, the mediopassive character of Hung. ocsúdik (cf. the ending -ik) accords with the mediopassive voice of the adduced Slavonic etymon. Importantly, the suffix -ik was still a productive marker of the mediopassive voice in the late Old Hungarian period (i.e. in the late 15th and in the early 16th centuries) (see MNyt 2/1: 217).

5.1. Thus, it transpires from the above that nothing can be faulted as far as the East Slavonic etymology of Hung. ocsúdik is concerned – at least from a phonetic and semantic point of view. There is, however, one factor which forces us to treat this explanation somewhat cautiously. Slavonic loan verbs that entered Hungarian usually received the derivative suffix -l (see e.g. TNyt 2/1: 49) or the derivative suffix -z if the verb joined the -ik conjugation (see RÔNA-TAS 2010: 39). This is the way verbs were usually adapted in the Hungarian linguistic environment – with the exception of a number of Old Turkic loan verbs that entered Hungarian very early without any additional morphemes (see RÔNA-TAS 2010: 40–41). We have the suffix -l in ocsul but it is a much younger form and provides no explanation for the structure of ocsúdik. Recent research proves that the presence or absence of additional derivative suffixes in loan verbs depends on the age of the borrowing process (the older a word is, the more likely it is that it was loaned without additional derivative suffixes attached). There are also a few verbs of Slavonic origin that belong to this group (dominated by Old Turkic loanwords). However, none
of these Slavonic verbs dates from after 1508, see: Slav. *mériti ‘to measure’ > Hung. (after 1372/around 1448) méx id. and ESlav. *styditi ‘to defame, to shame’ > Hung. szid (around 1315) ‘to reprimand’ (see ZOLTÁN 2014: 212, TESz 3: 747, TESz 2: 897). The latter parallel example is all the more informative as its East Slavonic origin (similar to what might be the case regarding ocsúdik) has been proved by András Zoltán: the meaning ‘to defame, to shame’ is attested only in that group of Slavonic languages (ZOLTÁN 1999: 58).8

5.2. Perhaps, however, a good explanation would be to treat Hung. ocsúdik as an early loanword, too? Even though ocsúdik first appeared in Hungarian written sources much later than the two parallel examples, we must remember that the date of a word’s first attestation does not mean that it was not used earlier. Treating it as a somewhat older loanword would explain the absence of the expected derivative suffix.

5.3. On the other hand, another explanation would be to assume that this type of adaptation process may occasionally have taken place later, at least by the beginning of the 16th century.

5.4. What makes the Slavonic etymology of Hung. ocsúdik convincing – besides the phonetic and semantic conformity – is that we do not have to treat the word medial -d- as a derivative suffix (cf. the doubts mentioned above in chapter 2) but as part of a Slavonic stem and that it has a transparent Slavonic philological background.

6. However, this etymology does not answer the question of how Hung. ocsúdik and Hung. dial. ocsul compare. This is because we cannot explain the latter as a loanword from the ESlav. *očuditi ~ *očutiti. In other words, ocsúdik and ocsul cannot be treated as etymological doublets.

We know that ocsul is a much more recent and rarer form – this transpires clearly from the historical and the dialectal linguistic data (see e.g. OklSz, NySz, SzT, TESz, etc.). In fact, in ÚMTsz, we find only one example of its use (ÚMTsz 3: 346, ÚMTsz 4: 159), whereas in MTsz, it is not recorded at all (MTsz 2: 1569). Seen in this light, it seems very likely that ocsul emerged from ocsúdik within Hungarian thanks to a misinterpretation of the morphological boundaries and the replacement of -d- (believed to be a derivative suffix) with -l (which can be added to irregularly shortened stems, too). Perhaps, this happened by way of analogy to vajúdik (around 1456) 1. to feel the want of, to need; 2. to get tired, to weaken; 3. to be in labour (with child), to be in parturiency alternating with vajul (1567–1576) 1. to get tired, to weaken; 2. to be in labour (with child), to be in parturiency (TESz 3: 1071).

7. The general outline of the proposed etymology looks, therefore, as follows: ESlav. *očuditi sja (cf. Russ. очудиться) ‘to come to, to regain consciousness; to wake up’ > Hung. ocsúdik ‘to awake, to come to, to regain consciousness’ → Hung. dial. (rare) ocsul ‘id.’ (by way of analogy to vajúdik ~ vajul).

8 In the case of *mériti, there is no criterion for determining the answer for the question which group of Slavonic languages the word originates from in Hungarian.
Abbreviations and symbols
arch. = archaic; Cr. = Croatian; Cz. = Czech; dial. = dialectal; ESlav. = East Slavonic; Hung. = Hungarian; iter. = iterative; liter. = literary; Pol. = Polish; OCz. = Old Czech; PSlav. = Proto-Slavonic; Slav. = Slavonic; Slk. = Slovak; Tkc. = Turkic; Uyg. = Uyghur; || >, < = borrowing; → = morphological development; <abc> = orthographic notation.
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